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Abstract: Today, up to hundreds of RGB and W-LEDs are positioned in a vehicle’s interior context
and are able to be individually controlled in intensity, color and sequence. However, which kind
of illumination distracts or supports car occupants and how to define such a modern illumination
system is still under discussion and unknown. For that, first a definition for an in-vehicle lighting
system is introduced. Second, a globally distributed study was performed based on a free-access
online survey to investigate in-vehicle lighting for visual signaling within 10 colors, eight positions
and six dynamic patterns. In total, 238 participants from China and Europe rated color preferences,
color moods, light-position preferences, differences between manual and autonomous driving and
also different meanings for dynamic lighting patterns. Out of these, three strong significant (p < 0.05)
color preference groups were identified with a polarized, accepted or merged character. For the
important driving-signaling mood attention, we found a significant hue dependency for Europeans
which was missing within the Chinese participants. In addition, we identified that light positioned
at the door and foot area was globally favored. Furthermore, we evaluated qualitative results: men
are primarily focusing on fast-forward, whereas women paid more attention on practical light usage.
These findings conclude the need for a higher lighting-car-occupant adaptation in the future grounded
by deeper in-vehicle human factors research to achieve a higher satisfaction level. In interdisciplinary
terms, our findings might also be helpful for interior building or general modern cockpit designs for
trains or airplanes.

Keywords: in-vehicle lighting definition; light-mood relation; light-position preferences; dynamic
lighting; light use case; in-vehicle human factors

1. Milestones of In-Vehicle Lighting

In the last few decades, automotive interior lighting has changed significantly. This
started with white tungsten lamps, which were turned on if one of the vehicle doors opened,
during night driving if car occupants want to have a quick look on the printed road map,
during searching for a lost key in the vehicle or just by unlocking it. By introducing an
area of light-emitting diodes (LEDs), covering the three primary colors, red, green and blue,
the vehicle interior lighting scenery was expanded by adding function and patterns which
concluded in the dynamic changing bus-controlled lighting systems as shown in Figure 1.

In details, within the last 5 years, the automotive industry has presented dynamic
lighting effects in intensities and colors, adaptive light cone systems, pattern illumination
and fully user customized smart lighting systems. Today, selected welcome-light scenarios
have also been established [1]. Within several lighting zones, brightness and color adapt
for a warm-welcome to the car occupants. Furthermore, these lighting systems change
according to people’s mood or level of energy [2]. To increase the driving safety, visual
warning signals can enhance driver’s reaction time in dangerous driving situations.
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• The second part focuses on visual aspects which are directly motivated out of the 
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rior quality and functionality which are higher perceived with the attendance of these 
systems compared to those without [9]. These are used as a driving assistant like for 
a lane changing assistant [10,11], brake accelerator [12] and parking assistant [13] or 
as a overtaking request indicator between manual and autonomous driving [14], and 
were designed with different visual stimuli but were not able to increase significantly 
the reaction time compared with no visual stimuli [15]. Compared to a display sys-
tem, a LED light bar as a HMI warning interface achieved a higher subjective driver 
satisfaction rate but with missing significance [16]. In addition, trust in the vehicle 
[17] and steering reaction time are significantly improved with a supported in-vehi-
cle lighting system for assistance compared to those without [18]. It is questionable if 
auditory or visual stimuli are more preferred for an autonomous driving vehicle-
driver communication [19]. A combination of both might be suitable since a visual-
accuracy and an auditory-reaction time relation was reported [20]. All these stimuli 
were placed in a peripheral vision area. For foveal vision, there might be an influence 
on the driver’s road or traffic participant perception based on color and brightness 
changes by in-vehicle lighting [21]. Brightness studies for in-vehicle lighting within 
the coming visual communication approach are initialized also under daylight con-
ditions [22]. 
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2. Definition and Sorting

As illustrated in Figure 1, in-vehicle lighting achieved by industrial realization major
complexity and variability. A general definition and classification are performed based on
this development in the following sections.

According to a definition proposal a general ambient light system not only applies to
the vehicle context: “An ALS (ambient light system) is a system positioned in the periphery
of a person’s attention that conveys information using light encodings in a non-distracting
way most of the time” [6]. In addition, “we consider ambient light systems as a subgroup
of ambient displays that have a specific focus on a light modality as carrier of information
in the periphery” [6].

This definition might be suitable for some aspects, but cannot cover the complete
spectrum specified of in-vehicle lighting. Therefore, we started to categorize previous
research about in-vehicle lighting in three parts:

• The first part focuses on technology driven approaches like new LED communication
protocols, calibration processes for the single red-green-blue chips and temperature
compensation methods including end of line testing and light-technical analysis [7,8].

• The second part focuses on visual aspects which are directly motivated out of the
presence of in-vehicle lighting systems. Examples for that are space perception, interior
quality and functionality which are higher perceived with the attendance of these
systems compared to those without [9]. These are used as a driving assistant like for
a lane changing assistant [10,11], brake accelerator [12] and parking assistant [13] or
as a overtaking request indicator between manual and autonomous driving [14], and
were designed with different visual stimuli but were not able to increase significantly
the reaction time compared with no visual stimuli [15]. Compared to a display system,
a LED light bar as a HMI warning interface achieved a higher subjective driver
satisfaction rate but with missing significance [16]. In addition, trust in the vehicle [17]
and steering reaction time are significantly improved with a supported in-vehicle
lighting system for assistance compared to those without [18]. It is questionable if
auditory or visual stimuli are more preferred for an autonomous driving vehicle-driver
communication [19]. A combination of both might be suitable since a visual-accuracy
and an auditory-reaction time relation was reported [20]. All these stimuli were placed
in a peripheral vision area. For foveal vision, there might be an influence on the
driver’s road or traffic participant perception based on color and brightness changes
by in-vehicle lighting [21]. Brightness studies for in-vehicle lighting within the coming
visual communication approach are initialized also under daylight conditions [22].
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• The third part can be classically categorized to non-visual aspects. In a recent study,
color, brightness and dynamic factors were varied and three car occupants’ mood
ratings about satisfaction, tension and unique were analyzed. They found a significant
correlation between arousal with light color and dynamic [23]. Also, in-vehicle lighting
can achieve a general positive effect on car occupants by increasing the concentration
level on high-speed driving. In addition, an idea is also to reduce cognitive workload
by in-vehicle lighting, which is currently only a concept [24]. On the other side, further
study participants recognized the additional visual stimuli as distracting or causing
higher stress level [25]. Furthermore, blue-enriched white in-vehicle light might have
the potential as a counter measurement for driving fatigue by increasing reaction time,
although precise driving tasks had less accuracy within this condition [26]. For a
long wavelength orange light illumination, simulated driving behavior is constant but
characterized with larger driving errors under blue light illumination with reduced
reaction time [27]. Only a prior driving light shower with a high brightness (5600 lx at
eye, 4100–5000 K) for 45 min could improve the simulated driving behavior versus a
dim light condition (35 lx, 4100–5000 K) under sleep deprivation [28].

We conclude that the previous definition of ALS as a subgroup of ambient display
systems might lead to a wrong direction in the vehicle context. First, a one-dimensional
LED array is more a light-bar than a screen and ambient light systems are not automatically
realized by LED arrays. Also, only a single LED with the usage of a light guide is able to
realize an ambient atmosphere in the peripheral vision and can also transport information
in a limited way [29]. Therefore, we propose the following vision science-motivated sight
of view [30] for the in-vehicle context:

An in-vehicle lighting system (iVLS) is able to achieve visual and non-visual human
stimuli, which are placed in an arbitrary driving or vehicle interior context. A more visual
approach will focus on visual and task performances like discrimination in brightness and
color, clarity, glare, brightness preferences including light-distribution preferences based
on direct- or indirect illumination. Non-visual effects focus on color-preferences, vehicle
scene-preferences, color-mood relations, surrounding effects (time, location, weather) or
biological active lighting e.g., they focus on a human’s circadian clock. The expression
system indicates an interaction between different sublayers. If the purpose of the system is
to transmit information which should perceived from car occupants, it is called iVLSa.

3. The Next Level: Human-Centric In-Vehicle Lighting

Which further functions can an iVLS provide for humans centered in the in-vehicle
context? Imagine individual settings for a general driving context like a holiday/weekend
trip or a daily work or shopping trip together with friends and family or with a specialized
focused on the driver alone. Furthermore, a more adaptive lighting system would support
vehicle atmospheres, driving, working, watching movies, relaxing or sleeping, for warning
car occupants or simply information transmission. In addition, vary according subjective
preferences, daily mood, favorite songs, navigation, weather, road conditions and time of
the day to attract, support, underline or emphasize people’s third living place. Therefore, a
next generation human-vehicle-context with a manual to autonomous driving approach
instead of only considering the classical lighting-circadian clock relations [8]. In this field,
the following research questions will be answered in this study as a first approach for a
modern human-centric in-vehicle lighting system, which to the best of our knowledge have
not been answered before:

q1: Is the preference of an iVLS with its color and position options within age, gender and
origin the same?
q2: How does surrounding effects like time and weather affect preferences of an iVLS?
q3: Are meanings of light pattern perceived in a unique-understandable way transmitted
by an iVLSa?
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4. Methods—Survey Based

To answer mentioned questioned before, a globally distributed study was rolled out
in April 2021 and was finalized in November 2021. Realized as a global free-access online
questionnaire, in an anonymous and self-hosted way, participants inside and outside China
were asked to rate the state-of-the-art in-vehicle lighting systems, which are displayed
in Figure 1, for the year 2021. Commonly used internet-access devices like notebooks,
tablets or smartphones were used to complete the online survey by applying responsible
web design techniques in dark-mode. To speed up the distribution, we shared a reference
QR-code on social media platforms like Facebook, WhatsApp or WeChat. Since our target
audience should be inside and outside China, participants could choose between English
or Chinese as the operating language. Out of the in-vehicle lighting context, the focus of
this study was set to ambient illumination only realized as line-shape lights, displayed in
10 different colors at eight different positions. In addition, six different dynamic pattern
meanings should be assigned to each other. At the beginning of the survey, the user
information was collected. These answerers can be used to identify:

• Personal: Living country, living region, age class and genders.
• Surroundings: Current weather condition, date and time of the day.
• Driving experience: The time spent inside a vehicle during a normal week (without

consider the COVID-19 pandemic), if a subject drove a vehicle before.
• Social status: Age of subject’s own vehicle, acceptable price for buying a new vehicle.
• Visual performance: Color vision check by Ishihara test and contrast vision test.

- Color vision test: Necessary to confirm that all subjects have no color-blindness.
- Contrast vision test: Necessary to make sure that all subjects were able to identify

the displayed information in a proper way, since there was no external observation
and verification possible.

Only if a subject was able to answer all questions in a proper way the participant was
forwarded to the in-vehicle lighting questions. These mandatory questions were divided
in five categories. First the investigated colors are shown including their RGB color code
values as listed in Table 1 according to the US department of transportation. For white, a
clear rendered visual separation was focused, based on a multiple device pre testing.

Table 1. Color settings used in the online survey [31,32].

Color Meaning in the Automotive Driving Context Color Code in RGB Spectral Properties

Red Do no enter, wrong way sign, stop and yield driving. 255, 0, 0

Mono-chromatic

Orange Background color for temporary traffic control signs. 255, 102, 0
Yellow Background color for warning signs. 255, 204, 0
Green Background color for information and guide signs. 0, 153, 0
Cyan Proposal of signal light color for autonomous driving. 6, 206, 179
Blue Background color for travel service information signs. 0, 0, 255

Purple Background color for electronic toll collection signs. 102, 0, 153

Cold White 10,000 K for cold white appearance, no driving context. 207, 218, 255
Multi-chromaticWarm White 5000 K for warm white appearance, no driving context. 255, 208, 206

Neutral White 6500 K for neutral white appearance, no driving context. 255, 249, 253

All colors for rating, compare Table 1, were presented at the door position, as displayed
in Table 2 and the following two questions were raised:

1. Color Preferences:
People were asked to rate all 10 colors according to their preferences. Rating was
performed on Likert-like scales with alternating five items (like–bit like–neutral–bit
dislike–dislike) or four items (no neutral element).
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2. Color and Emotions:
People were asked to rate the same 10 colors in the context of four different emotions,
named as joy, fatigue, attention and relax. These emotions were selected out of the
driving context. Rating was performed on Likert-like scales, as in question 1.

The next category focused on the positions for in-vehicle lighting. In total, nine
position settings were selected out of historically established or possible in-vehicle areas as
displayed in Table 2. The following question was raised about position preferences:

3. Lighting Positions:
People should imagine two different situations: First, just sit at the second row as the
perspective of the pictures. Second, sit at the first row and they are driving a vehicle.
For each situation we collected ratings for each position on Likert-like scales using
the same method as introduced before in Questions 1 and 2.

Table 2. Position settings used in the survey.

Color Fixed for All Position Rating, Code in RGB: 6, 206, 179
Door Foot Seat
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3. Lighting Positions: 

People should imagine two different situations: First, just sit at the second row as the 

perspective of the pictures. Second, sit at the first row and they are driving a vehicle. 

For each situation we collected ratings for each position on Likert-like scales using 

the same method as introduced before in Questions 1 and 2. 

Table 2. Position settings used in the survey. 

Color Fixed for All Position Rating, Code in RGB: 6, 206, 179 

Door Foot Seat 

   

Along the door length, below the door 

window. 

Direction: front-back 

Foot area illumination, below the door 

area and center console. 

Direction: front-back, middle 

Seat contour illumination. 

Direction: front-back, middle 

Top A-Pillar Center 

   

Along the width of the vehicle, above 

the windshield. 

Direction: left-right 

Connection between door and top illu-

mination. 

Direction: front-back, tilted 

Along the width of the center console 

of the vehicle. 

Direction: left-right 

Screen S. Wheel All 

   

Illumination around the central screen. 

Direction: multiple 

Illumination around the steering wheel 

of the vehicle. 

Direction: multiple 

All lighting positions shown. 

Direction: multiple 
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The final two quantitative categories focused on autonomous driving connected with
dynamic lighting patterns:

4. Lighting System for Manual and Autonomous Driving:
In this category, people were able to select out of 10 possible colors and eight different
lighting positions (without option all), which lighting system they preferred for
manual or autonomous driving. Multiple selections were possible.

5. Meaning of Dynamic Lighting Patterns:
People were asked about a spontaneous meaning for six different light patterns. The
meanings were pre-defined and a single one could be selected out of a scroll-bar.

After the participant was able to answer all questions, three qualitative questions were
raised. These last questions were set as optional and could also be passed by the subject
manually.

i. Question 1, q1:
Which lighting system do you want to have in your future vehicle?

ii. Question 2, q2:
If you don’t like your current interior lighting in your vehicle, which proposals you
have to improve?

iii. Question 3, q3:
If you have some additional comments, please write down your opinions.

5. Results
5.1. Demographics

To answer our research Question q1–q3, Section 3, we were able to collect 247 answers
from 143 males and 104 females which were submitted when answering all study questions.
Since we decided to follow a comparison between people from China and Europe, we
excluded nine English participants out of other world regions. A detailed demographic
overview of the participants is presented in Table 3:

Table 3. Demographics of survey attendances.

China Europe
Female Male Female Male

Participants 63 98 39 38
Age class, Mean 3.4 3.5 3.9 4.1

Spent time Mean = 17 min 39 s, std. = ±8 min 13 s

Age class 3 25–34 years old
Age class 4 35–44 years old
Age class 5 45–54 years old

All submitted answers were primary divided in two groups named as China, for
people, who operated the survey in Chinese language out of China and Europe for people
who operated the survey in English language out of a European country. Its participants
were primarily from Germany as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Demographics of survey attendances, category Europe.

Origin Amount Ratio in %

Germany 65 84
Switzerland 5 6

Austria 4 5
Slovakia 1 1
Slovenia 1 1

Italy 1 1
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In addition, Table 5 shows a detailed overview about the age distribution including
the time of the day and weather conditions in which participants answered the survey.

Table 5. Age, participated time and weather condition during the survey.
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Chinese participated between 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., whereas 80% of the English side participated
in the same time range. Most participants joined during a sunny day in China and cloudier
weather in Europe.

The next section considered more on the driving behavior of the participants. Since the
online survey focuses on in-vehicle ambient lighting, it is important to note that most of the
participants drove a vehicle before, to understand the study context. On average, Chinese
participants spent 8.0 h per week in a vehicle, whereas English participants similarly spent
7.5 h. The detailed distribution is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Driving behavior.
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Since we used Likert-like scales with four or five items, which were alternately rated
between all participants, resulting scales are in the ordinary range [33]. By calculating
mean values out of Likert items, the new scale might have interval scale properties, which
is controversially discussed in the literature [34]. Meaning, for the calculation of the
significance p, we used only ordinary scale tests: for independent groups, the Mann–
Whitney-U test and for depended groups, the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Both tests were
applied to prove the null hypotheses H0: The distribution between the investigated groups
is equal, and we concluded this to be an equal median. If the test result leads to a rejection
of H0, the alternative hypothesis H1 would be valid, meaning the opposite of H0.
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In Figure 2a the results of the color preferences are displayed, including significant
dependencies in b.
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Figure 2. (a) Color preferences rating and (b) statistical evaluation separated between the Chinese-
and Europe-group and genders. Statistical significances p < 0.05 marked with *.

Following Newton’s color circle [35], we sorted the investigated colors according to
their hue angle. By doing so, three color groups were identified: polarization, acceptance
and merging. Within the polarization group most significant differences could be identified
between genders and origins. The statistical power was calculated using coefficient r [36]
and evaluated according its power for strong, medium or weak following Cohen [37].
Furthermore, since the sample size is n > 30, we calculated the asymptotic p and set the
significance level α = 0.05. If p was smaller than α, H0 was rejected, meaning that the
alternative hypothesis H1 was valid. Table 7 shows the detailed statics and results of the
Mann–Whitney-U test rounded for three digits.

The highest significance values are in the red, orange and blue color regions within
gender and origin. Within the polarization group, there are within each color significant
color preference differences. Cyan, blue and warm white are the highest preferred colors for
the displayed door lighting scenery for both genders and origins. Within the multichromatic
colors, there is a preferable region which is globally and gender-wide accepted. To prove
this merging effect, a variance calculation should be performed. However, since the original
scale level might be ordinal, at this level we argue with the less significant differences for
this color region between genders and origins, marked as a blue bracket in Figure 2b.

The following Table 8 shows the detailed statistics between the three identified groups
polarization, acceptance and merging using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. These groups
were created by a separate calculation of the mean values of each of the 238 participants and
for each investigated group individual to keep the sample size and scale level equal: men
and women, from China and Europe. Between the polarization and the acceptance group
there are significant differences between all four origin and gender groups. The English
participants showed a significant difference between the acceptance and the merging group.
On the other hand, the Chinese and European women participants showed a population
projected difference between the polarization and the merging group. The effect power
shows a medium to strong correlation.
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Table 7. Statistical evaluation of the color preference rating, differences of the mean values ∆x, z-score, probability value p, effect power r and quantification of it. If
p < 0.05, it is bold marked. Participants for each group are summed up in the heading.

Color

1. China: Men

2. China: Women, n (1 + 2) = 161 3. Europe: Men, n (1 + 3) = 136 4. Europe: Women, n (1 + 4) = 137

∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level

Red 0.805 4.822 1.42 × 10−6 0.380 medium −0.253 −0.622 0.534 not sign. not sign. 0.643 3.500 4.66 × 10−4 0.299 medium
Orange 0.477 2.644 8.19 × 10−3 0.208 weak −0.478 −2.044 4.09 × 10−2 0.175 weak 0.457 2.246 2.47 × 10−2 0.192 weak
Yellow 0.391 2.080 3.75 × 10−2 0.164 weak −0.174 −0.693 0.488 not sign. not sign. 0.036 −0.052 0.958 not sign. not sign.
Green 0.117 0.608 0.543 not sign. not sign. −0.563 −2.579 9.90 × 10−3 0.221 weak 0.297 1.371 0.170 not sign. not sign.
Cyan 0.141 0.726 0.468 not sign. not sign. −0.311 −1.751 0.079 not sign. not sign. −0.551 −2.837 4.56 × 10−3 0.242 weak
Blue 0.253 1.945 0.052 not sign. not sign. −0.454 −2.861 4.23 × 10−3 0.245 weak −0.035 −1.334 0.182 not sign. not sign.

Purple 0.540 2.890 3.85 × 10−3 0.228 weak 0.338 1.252 0.210 not sign. not sign. 0.260 0.959 0.338 not sign. not sign.
Cold White −0.261 −1.445 0.148 not sign. not sign. −0.226 −1.170 0.241 not sign. not sign. −0.007 −0.345 0.730 not sign. not sign.

Warm White −0.442 −2.962 3.06 × 10−3 0.233 weak −0.227 −1.430 0.152 not sign. not sign. −0.439 −2.745 6.06 × 10−3 0.234 weak
Neutral White −0.076 −0.513 0.608 not sign. not sign. −0.073 −0.549 0.582 not sign. not sign. −0.008 −0.300 0.764 not sign. not sign.

Color

2. China: Women 3. Europe: Men

3. Europe: Men, n (2 + 3) = 101 4. Europe: Women, n (2 + 4) = 102 4. Europe: Women, n (3 + 4) = 77

∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level

Red −1.058 −3.161 1.57 × 10−3 0.315 medium −0.162 0.062 0.950 not sign. not sign. 0.896 2.510 1.21 × 10−2 0.286 weak
Orange −0.955 −3.630 2.84 × 10−4 0.361 medium −0.021 −0.036 0.971 not sign. not sign. 0.935 3.180 1.47 × 10−3 0.362 medium
Yellow −0.565 −1.981 4.78 × 10−2 0.197 weak −0.355 −1.268 0.205 not sign. not sign. 0.210 0.783 0.433 not sign. not sign.
Green −0.680 −2.816 4.86 × 10−3 0.280 weak 0.181 0.848 0.396 not sign. not sign. 0.860 2.707 6.80 × 10−3 0.308 medium
Cyan −0.452 −1.998 4.58 × 10−2 0.199 weak −0.691 −2.974 2.94 × 10−3 0.294 weak −0.240 −0.844 0.399 not sign. not sign.
Blue −0.707 −3.694 2.20 × 10−4 0.368 medium −0.288 −2.097 3.60 × 10−2 0.208 weak 0.419 1.139 0.255 not sign. not sign.

Purple −0.201 −0.493 0.622 not sign. not sign. −0.280 −0.754 0.451 not sign. not sign. −0.078 −0.215 0.830 not sign. not sign.
Cold White 0.035 −0.165 0.869 not sign. not sign. 0.254 0.469 0.639 not sign. not sign. 0.219 0.545 0.586 not sign. not sign.

Warm White 0.216 0.802 0.423 not sign. not sign. 0.004 −0.460 0.646 not sign. not sign. −0.212 −1.017 0.309 not sign. not sign.
Neutral White 0.003 −0.106 0.916 not sign. not sign. 0.068 0.071 0.943 not sign. not sign. 0.065 0.116 0.908 not sign. not sign.
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Table 8. Statistical evaluation of the three identified groups, differences of the mean values ∆x, z-score, probability value p, effect power r and quantification of it. If
p < 0.05, it is bold marked. Participants for each group are summed up in the first column.

Participants

1. Polarization 2. Acceptance

2. Acceptance 3. Merging 3. Merging

∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level ∆x z p (asym.) r Level

China:
Men

n = 98
−0.702 −6.021 1.73 × 10−9 0.608 strong −0.485 −4.523 6.08 × 10−6 0.457 strong 0.217 1.913 0.056 not sign. not sign.

China:
Women
n = 63

−0.952 −5.534 3.12 × 10−8 0.697 strong −0.992 −5.697 1.22 × 10−8 0.718 strong −0.040 −0.195 0.845 not sign. not sign.

Europe:
Men

n = 38
−0.717 −3.406 6.58 × 10−4 0.553 strong −0.164 −0.976 0.329 not sign. not sign. 0.553 2.460 1.39 × 10−2 0.399 medium

Europe:
Women
n = 39

−1.353 −4.225 2.39 × 10−5 0.677 strong −0.891 −3.533 4.11 × 10−4 0.566 strong 0.462 2.122 3.39 × 10−2 0.340 medium
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5.3. Question III—Color and Mood Relations

The third part of the questionnaire followed the same schematic from the second part
but changed the focus point to moods and color connections. We asked the question: Do
you have a feeling of joy, fatigue, attention or relax by seeing a defined color? Answers
were collected with Likert-like scales and static calculations were performed according to
Section 5.2. The results are displayed as follows, first for feeling joy, Figure 3.
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The first observation was that we could not identify any color that, just based on the
visual perception of it, is able to create a feeling of joy. Nevertheless, red and cold-white
had for most gender or origin groups an opposite effect. Second, within all gender and
origin groups there are no big differences and the major tendency is around Likert item
three, meaning “neutral”.

The second feeling, which was investigated was the feeling of fatigue. In the following
Figure 4, the results are displayed. Statistical evaluation followed the same procedure as in
the last section.
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Similar to the feeling of joy, there was no color observed which has a positive impact to
make people sleepy. There is a small tendency observed that for the color green, cyan and
blue there might be an opposite effect observed within the color blue for all investigated
groups. The highest confirmation rating was identified within the color range red, orange
and yellow with a meaning around “neutral”.

In the third round, we asked about the feeling of attention. Statistical evaluation was
performed in the same way as before. Figure 5 shows the result.
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Compared to the other two feelings, joy and fatigue, there are controversial ratings
between origin and gender observed. The highest attention level was achieved within the
red and orange group for the English survey participants. Within the Chinese participants,
the color blue was rated as the color with the highest attention potential. Significant differ-
ences for red within the Chinese participants were calculated as z = 2.17, p = 3.00 × 10−2

and r = 0.17 indicating a weak effect power. Between Chinese women and English men as,
z = −4.87, p = 1.21 × 10−6 and r = 0.48 indicating a medium effect power.

The last feeling was relaxing. Following the same procedure for questioning, answer-
ing and statistical evaluation, the result is shown in Figure 6.
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The first two colors with the lowest hue angles showed an opposite effect for relaxing,
similar to purple and cold-white. From the color yellow to blue there was a medium
level of relaxing observed. The final two multichromatic colors, out of that especially the
warm-white color, had the highest potential to create a feeling of relaxing within the 238
participants asked. Complete statistical tables for the color and mood relations are added
in the Supplementary Materials of this study, Section S1, Tables S1–S8.

5.4. Question IV—Lighting Positioning Rating

The next part of the questionnaire focused on lighting positioning rating within the in-
vehicle limited space. Compared to Table 2, we asked the participants to rate nine different
position settings with a constant color cyan, color code in RGB: (6, 206, 179), within two
driving contexts according their preferences: The first one asked about the positioning
rating if the person is sitting at the second row and the vehicle is driving, Q4a, whereas the
second context focused on the first row, where the participant is driving actively, Q4b. The
rating was performed on the same four and five items on Likert-like scales and statistical
evaluation followed the same two test procedures: For independent groups, we used the
Mann–Whitney-U test and for dependent groups the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Figure 7
shows the results of both driving scenarios, where a + b focus on the second row and c + d
focus on the first row.
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Within all genders and origins and for both scenarios there were similar tendencies
observed. The door and the foot area, compared in Figure 7, were highly rated but with
significant differences between the participants. For the seat, top and a-pillar position
there was a general more dislike tendency observed within all groups. For the center and
screen illumination there was again a slightly higher preference level shown. Finally, the
steering wheel and the combination of all lighting positions together were rated significantly
worst within all groups. The strongest effect was between China:female and Europe:male
with z = −4.02, p = 5.78 × 10−5 and r = 0.40 for the foot position in Q4a and z = 4.12,
p = 3.83 × 10−5 and r = 0.41 for all positions at Q4b between China:female and Europe:female,
indicate different expectations about in-vehicle light positioning. In addition, four major
position groups could be identified with strong significant differences between Chinese and
European participants marked as high, medium-high, medium and opposite preferences
represented by a statistical effect power r between 0.34 and 0.86. Detailed statistical tables
for the lighting position relations are placed in the Supplementary Materials of this study,
Section S2, Tables S9–S12.

5.5. Question V—Definition of Lighting Systems for Manual and Autonomous Driving

The fifths part of the online survey changed the answering style. Instead of ratings,
participants were asked to select their own color and position preference for two driving
systems: The first one, as a manual driving person and the second one within a self-driving
vehicle. Since there are nominal scales, selected or not selected, we present differences
for the evaluation between both driving scenarios for the color and position selection in
Figure 8. Multiple selections of different colors and positions were possible.
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between the Chinese and European groups and genders.

Depending on the origin and genders, colors were more or less selected between
autonomous or manual driving. There was no clear tendency observed. Blue and cyan
were the two most selected colors, which were also the highest rated ones in the survey
Section 5.2 about color preferences, see Figure 2. For the positioning there was an increased
selection observed from changing to autonomous driving for all positions which were
less selected in the manual driving mode. As identified in Section 5.4, about the lighting
positioning preferences, the door and the foot area were most selected for manual driving.
This changed for autonomous driving, as percentages indicate.
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5.6. Question VI—Meaning of Dynamic Light Pattern

The next part asked participants to assign out of 12 predefined meanings of the vehicle
context six predefined light patterns. Table 9 shows the pattern overview.

Table 9. Dynamic light pattern description used as short animation within the survey.

Name Illustration Direction Size Single-Duration

center-to-side

Table 1. Dynamic light pattern description used as short animation within the survey. 
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Table 1. Dynamic light pattern description used as short animation within the survey. 

Name Illustration Direction Size Single-Duration 
center-to-side 

 

center to outside dynamic: 
zero to vehicle width 

1 sec. effect 
+ 1 sec. fade off 

fading 

 

n.a. fixed: 
vehicle width 

1 sec. effect 
+ 1 sec. fade off 

segment-bouncing 

 

1. center to right 
2. right to left 
3. left to right 

fixed: 
ca. 12% of vehicle width 

2 sec. effect from 
right to left + 2 sec. 

back to right 

outside-inside 

 

outside to center dynamic: 
Zero to vehicle width 

1 sec. effect 
+ 1 sec. fade off 

left-right 

 

left to right dynamic: 
1. zero to vehicle width 
2. vehicle width to zero 

2 sec. effect 

flashing 

 

n.a. fixed: 
vehicle width 

1 sec. turn on,  
1 sec. turn off, 
no transition 

 
 

n.a. fixed:
vehicle width

1 s turn on,
1 s turn off,

no transition

We designed these different light patterns at the center position only, see Table 2.
These so-called dynamic light effects were all presented without any further introduction,
explanation or teaching sessions. To each light effect, only a single meaning could be
assigned. Each animation had a total duration of 6 s besides the segment-bouncing effect
with 10 s. Participants were able to repeat these animations and finally they chose out of
predefined meanings, by context-intuition matching. The defined meanings were: warning,
welcome, guiding, attention, processing, goodbye, relaxing, error, driving start, driving
stop, driving and none. The results out of 102 female and 136 male global selections are
displayed in Figure 9. Most people selected the center-to-side effect as a welcome greeting.
For a fading light effect, the attention or warning level was most selected. The vehicle
status of processing was connected with segment bouncing. Outside-inside and left-right
had no clear meaning and for a flashing light, several possibilities are identified.
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Figure 10. Word cloud results displayed for Q1 as “Which light system do you want to have in your
future vehicle?” in (a,b). For Q2 as “If you don’t like your current interior lighting in your vehicle,
which proposals you have to improve it?” in (c,d). Results are separated by genders globally. Amount
n of participants for each question: (a) male answers with n = 59; (b) female answers with n = 47;
(c) male answers with n = 36; (d) female answers n = 25.

The first question asked which in-vehicle lighting system participants preferred for
their future vehicle. Within all male answers, there is an identification for fast-forward,
dynamic and information-medium. The female participants answered in a more balanced
way with multichromatic colors, nice atmosphere and controlled systems. The answers of
the second question, the improvements to their current in-vehicle lighting system, were
similar between both groups in terms of not distracting and safety aspects. The male side
preferred more functional and perceptional improvements, whereas the female side was
more conservative with “nothing” to improve.

5.8. Combined Results

The first part of the questionnaire collected user information. Besides the gender
or origin background, which was primary focused for the previous results analysis,
Sections 5.2–5.7, there are more settings which might influence the color preference level.
Since the Chinese participants were the bigger group with 161 subjects, relations between
participant’s age and time of the day were investigated within this group only. Statistical
tests were performed using the Mann–Whitney-U procedure, asymptotic p and the signifi-
cance level α = 0.05. The results are displayed in Figure 11, for age dependency in a and
time of the day dependency in b.
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Figure 11. Within the Chinese participants only: (a) age and light color preferences; (b) time of the
day and color selection dependencies; including statistical evaluations with significances p < 0.05
marked with * or for p ≤ 0.06 marked with (*).

Significant differences were observed within the Chinese age settings: blue and purple
were less age-dependent, other monochromatic colors might have a more attractive function
for younger male and multichromatic ones might be more related to younger female
Chinese participants. Effect power r indicated a weak to medium size with r between
0.23 and 0.38. Within the time of the day, more Chinese participants selected as their
preferred colors multichromatic ones in the evening time for autonomous driving. For
manual driving, no significances were found. Effect power r shows a weaker distribution
within 0.20.

Significant differences within all participants globally regarding the weather settings
were also identified, as shown in Figure 12a. Cyan and blue colors were more selected
during no-sunshine settings compared to sunny days, with a weak effect size of r around
0.14–0.23. Last, there was a considerable support for in-vehicle lighting identified within
all participants globally. In Figure 12b, 79% of all participants wanted to have an interior
lighting system in their new vehicle as presented in this online survey. Most of them already
in moderate vehicle price classes. Detailed statistics for the combined results are added in
the Supplementary Materials of this study, Section S3, Tables S13–S15.
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6. Discussion

At around 17 min as shown in Table 3, the total participation time of the subject was
quite long. Common marketing questionnaires can be completed within several minutes.
An efficient time range of 10–20 min for scientific surveys could be identified out of the
literature [38], which shows that our survey duration is within the higher recommendation
time. On the one hand, since the complete survey was globally published with free access,
a longer time can be used as a kind of protection against not meaningful or just-for-fun
answers. On the other hand, if the number of questions is too high, the subjects might
start to lose interest or become annoyed, which leads finally to a cancellation without
finishing the survey. Within our analysis, we only considered fully completed answers.
Definitely, the comments out of the quantitative results can be interpreted as meaning full
and topic-based participation which points to the fact that we reached a valuable target
group, compare Figure 10.

After the collection of the personal information, the first lighting question asked about
color preferences realized as a line-shape at the door position. Within all four participating
groups, Chinese male and female, European male and female, three categories could be
identified named as polarization, attraction and merging as shown in Figure 2. Color
preferences between genders and origins are already scientifically established. In one
investigation, a comparison between people from China and the United Kingdom, the
resulting preference tendency followed synchronized within all gender distributions with
a small variation for the UK male group for several hue angles [39]. The average highest
preference level within females was for the reddish-pink and for the male the bluish-
green area, which partially match our results where the blue-cyan area was the highest
preferred level, too. Since in our study the pink hue is missing, there is no comparison.
In addition, there might be a physiological-evolutional-gender-based explanation which
is connected with the opponent color theory by Ewald Hering, on chromosome or on
testosterone levels, as mentioned in some theories [40,41]. A more reasonable explanation
might be on the context-based level: a color-preference is grounded based on growing-up,
learning, education, social experiences and background as already shown by a color rating
of daily used objects [42]. Supporting studies found that the preference rating for the
color red clearly depended on the context in which it was rated [43]. The gender and
origin merging effect of the multichromatic one can also be explained more besides the
opponent color theory, because sunlight preferences might be available within all people.
In addition, for warm-white and cold-white ones a recently performed study confirmed
a higher satisfaction level within their 29 Korean students as subjects within a vehicle
context [23].

The second part of the survey showed connections between joy, fatigue, attention and
relaxation within the 10 proposed hues. For joy and fatigue there was no color identified
which has a significant positive impact to one of these emotions. In comparison to attention
and relax, where clear colors could be identified either for support or contradiction within
genders and origins. Other studies found more lighter colors like yellow, orange or red
are connected to joy and in addition with blue and green color for relaxation [44]. The
missing clear color connection between joy and fatigue in our survey might be connected
with the way how the colors are presented: we used a black dark-mode theme with small
line lights positioned at the door for a major signaling purpose. The ratio of the color
compared to the background might be too low to achieve a high-level feeling like joy or
fatigue. On the other hand, to achieve an impulse of attention or relaxing, these settings
might be useful as we could achieve there more significant differences within genders and
origins. In particular, for red as the highest attention level and multichromatic colors as
the lower level, supporting results from other studies could be found [23]. By evaluating
the slope tendencies between the Europe and the Chinese attention ratings, there is a clear
difference shown: for Chinese participants, the slope is nearly horizontal with a small blue
peak. By contrast: for the Europeans curve the fitting slope is clear negative by visuals,
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meaning there might be additional stimuli or dynamics needed for setting up a global
feeling of attention.

For both groups, the first two color topics about preference and moods, by sorting the
colors according to increasing hue angles, we were able to achieve synchronized tendencies
within origin and gender. As with the Geneva Emotion Wheel [45,46], it might be possible
by more detailed research to create a vehicle-mood color wheel including at least origin
and gender in-wheel selections.

There were no differences observed between lighting positions if the context changed
from the second row to the first row. Within both settings, the foot and the door area
followed by the center, seat and screen area were highly rated within both genders and
origin groups. Other studies confirmed the higher rating for the door position adding
interpretation of a more luxury feeling, an activating effect and better perception of the
vehicle interior in the door illumination context [9]. They found a worse rating for the
foot area as less pleasant and less comfortable, which are opposite results compared to our
study. In a recent study, foot and door in-vehicle lighting collected the second and third
highest ranking after lights for reading purposes, which supports our findings as well [47].
By using iVLS for information transmission as iVLSa, the centralized dashboard position
was assumed as a preferred position by 58 participants from Germany with no gender or
statics information [24]. Differences between autonomous and manual driving are major
observed for the lighting positioning selection, in which for the vehicle self-driving mode,
most subjects preferred more light at more in-vehicle positions. Within the colors, there
were more subjective changes observed, see Figure 8a,b.

For the meaning of the dynamic light pattern, at first the interpretation of male and
female participants is closer within all six different light effects. For welcome, attention,
processing, guiding and warning favorable effects were identified. Nevertheless, especially
for the commonly used flash-light effect, three meanings out of the driving context were
identified which could match to its appearance. This is a clear recommendation that light
alone as communication medium might be less meaningful without global standards and
learning sessions especially for the coming autonomous driving evolution.

The answers to the quantitative questions 1 and 2, see Figure 10a–d, continue to
support that there are expected differences between male and female priorities for the
future automotive iVLS. Women focused more on safety or practical reasons, whereas men
concentrated more to follow the trend of fast-forward. From a sociological point of view,
we know that women primary looking for more stable conditions and men have more
tendencies for risk orientation although the latest studies evaluated this long clientele in a
different way based on modern risk definitions [48]. Anyway, this more stable controlled
and orientated female setting was also observed for mentioned color-mood group like
connecting a nice atmosphere with a warm-white color, see Figure 10b.

The last findings of this study were derived indirectly, not as a result of questions
asked in the survey. First, by using the bigger Chinese participant group, age- and time-
color relations and within all participants globally, weather-color relations could also be
identified. These so-called surrounding influences are already well understood for general
indoor illumination settings. Focusing on healthy lighting, high brightness with cold-white
color settings should be applied in the morning and warm-white with low brightness
settings should be applied during evening times to support our biological clock and follow
the natural sunlight spectrum [49]. For in-vehicle lighting, such a correlation with the
driving context is still not fully understood.

Within the complete study, there were some limitations which should be summarized.
First, the sample size of subjects out of the English survey participants was relatively
small. Since our study was based on voluntary participation compared to commercial
approaches, like using Amazon’s MTurk service, we focused also on interests, shown in
the quantitative section. However, the observed statistical power is lower compared to
the Chinese group. In addition, more balanced sample groups would lead to a further
increase of the statistical power. However, we preferred to show smaller effects within
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smaller sample groups instead of skipping them to underline the needs for the so far less
investigated iVLS. Second, since globalization is an active part of our current society, we
set the preferred operating language including their origin as the group divider between
Chinese and European participants. Other approaches for a stricter culture-based group
division could be based on religion, which we did not track during our data collection.
Third, there might be an increased family error or type-1 error by multiple testing of the
same sample size since we did not perform any alpha correction. The major reason for this
is that we wanted to identify significant changes within our uncontrolled online condition.
By applying an alpha correction method, the type-2 statistical error, which represents
the not-identification of a population-connected tendency, would be increased. Since our
study was an initial analysis, we focused more on findings of tendencies. In addition, the
meaning of applying the alpha correction is still being discussed [50]. Finally, there was
no control about color or brightness accuracy following standards like CIE 1931 since we
were only able to use RGB values to realize a spectral stimulus without the proof of a
calibrated display. Also, for the selected CCT values categorized for a warm, neutral and
cool appearance, a clear visual rendered difference was focused upon, not its actual value.
Therefore, all our selected colors are widely separated between each other to achieve a clear
initial identification which will be confirmed in coming laboratory studies.

7. Conclusions

The orientation for the current evolution within the automotive industry is clear:
do not just develop a vehicle. Instead, design a personalized, highly connected and self-
adapting third living driving space with meaningful illumination following a literature
conclusion that in-vehicle lighting is more important for long time preference, whereas
exterior lighting motivates the first impression of a vehicle [47]. However, which in-
vehicle lighting setting should a modern vehicle serve for this new generation? Our study
presented a first approach to identify differences between women and men from China and
Europe for a signaling purpose. Main findings out of 238 study participants are significant
relations (p < 0.05) between 10 hues with preferences, moods, driving-modes, age, time
and weather conditions within the in-vehicle context. Within these, three key findings
are highlighted:

- Identification of three color-preference groups with a polarized, accepted or merged
character.

- For the important driving-signaling mood of attention, a strong hue dependency for
European participants was observed but was missing for the Chinese participants.

- No differences were observed for all eight light positions between Chinese and Euro-
pean participants. The door and the foot position are favored for both.

According to these findings from global subjects, we were able to start a novel iVLS
categorization for light colors and light positions in a signaling purpose, which was never
achieved before. In addition, from the subjective opinions of participants a demand for
light was observed to support car occupants as a new partner in a safe way. For that aim,
our result presents a starting point of the modern human based in-vehicle lighting context
which was very less investigated until now. To create this new framework which is able to
fulfill these highly adaptable new requirements, further human-factor research needs to be
performed to detail our approach.
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